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Building spaces for life

The Ramky journey is nothing short of a

Ramky Estates and Farms Limited along with its

Visionary’s drive and focus to create

sister organisations in waste management,

infrastructure that made a difference to

infrastructure, life sciences and pharmaceuticals

everyone’s lives. Having worked with select

are all now growing their significant global

reputed organisations, our Founding Chairman,

footprint with over INR 5500 crores in turnover.

saw both the need - and the potential - in India

Alla Ayodhya Rami Reddy

Founder and Visionary Leader

The starting point of the Journey:

and conceptualised Ramky as a multi-industry

At Ramky Estates, as one of the leading

Mega-brand.

conglomerates in infrastructure development,
we have delivered a wide range of construction

His foresight has truly helped the country create

marvels in the real estate sector comprising

the necessary infrastructural backbone long

Residential, Commercial, and Integrated

before any one else was even thinking about it,

Township projects.

and this gave the Ramky group the status of a
YEARS

pioneer and the first-mover advantage in several

We have always chosen balance. Thought and

initiatives. Years later, the Group still derives

technology. People and projects. Enterprise and

value and benefit from his visionary thinking and

the environment.

scale of execution!
It is this balance that drives us to bring our best

And beyond

Driven by relentless passion and by adding

to each project ... as we continue into the future -

strong people and partners to execute the vision,

building with heart. Building it smart.

9 mn sft

5.35 mn

14 mn sft

6500

Under various stages of construction

Residential and commercial projects delivered

Ready to launch

Happy families

Vision
To be a touchstone for customer delight
and stakeholder value.

Values
Integrity & Transparency

Mission
To be a one-stop solution for all real estate

needs offering a wide range of products
and services across all markets while
ensuring high-quality standards, delightful
customer experience, fair business practices
and enhanced returns to stakeholders.

Customer-Centric
Team Work
Employee Sense of Ownership
Innovation
Safety, Health, and Environment
Social Commitment

RAMKY GROUP
RAMKY ENVIRO ENGINEERS LIMITED

RAMKY INFRASTRUCTURE LTD.
RAMKY LIFE SCIENCES LTD.

USA

ABU DHABI
SAUDI ARABIA

ACCELERATING A SUSTAINABLE REVOLUTION

By serving regions
that Need us the most.

200+
PROJECT
LOCATIONS

24+

STATES & 2 UNION
TERRITORIES IN INDIA

OMAN
SINGAPORE

TANZANIA

REGION-WISE PROJECTS
INDIA: 52
SINGAPORE: 60+
MIDDLE EAST: 11

PROFIT CENTERS

RAMKY
INFRASTRUCTURE LTD.

RAMKY
LIFE SCIENCE LTD.

RAMKY ENVIRO
ENGINEERS LIMITED

Hazardous Waste Management Plant,
Hyderabad

410 MLD Water Treatment Plant, Nalgonda
- Telangana

19.8 MW South India’s First Largest Waste
to Energy Facility, Hyderabad

Ramky Pharmacity, Vishakhapatnam

24 MW India’s largest Waste to Energy
Faciity, Narela, Delhi
Fully Automatic Material Recovery
Facility (FARZ), Dubai, UAE

Gulf Region’s 1st MARAPOL Plant, Dubai
UAE
Srinagar - Banihal Expressway

NRDA Capitol Complex, Naya Raipur,
Chattisgarh

Smilax Laboratories, Hyderabad

AN EXCITING
JOURNEY UNFOLDS

2020

2018

2019

Gardenia Grove Villas
Ramky One North Phase II

Ramky One Marvel
Ramky Tranquillas

2017

Ramky Serene Woods
CEO Enclave

2012
1995

Ramky
Samruddhi

1998
Ramky
Pride

2002

Ramky Utsav

2009

Spandana, Shreyas
Ramky Repose

2011

Ramky Towers

Ramky Pearl
Ramky Selenium
Ramky House
Ramky Grandiose

2013
Elysium

2014

Ramky Enclave

2015
Atlantis

2016

Ramky One Kosmos
Ramky One North Phase 1

Intuitive Spaces
Worry-free journey
Purchasing a home is always a big step. Ramky ensures that every
customer can rest assured of clear titles, easy paperwork and the

maximum support of reputed ﬁnancial institutions to help fund their
dreams.

Environment consciousness
Ramky has been pioneering environment-friendly and sustainable initiatives
in every project and this focus will continue to remain a Key Value for
generations to come. We are constantly looking into advanced construction
techniques of Precast/Homogenous concrete construction to ensure the
lowest carbon footprint. Several of Ramky projects have been awarded/
certified by the industry’s leading environment certification bodies.

Social change
Ramky is committed to relevant and consistent initiatives that help make
the world a better place for everyone. Whether it is taking care of our own
site workers and their families or extending support to worthy causes, we
will always prioritise our responsibility towards society at large.

We are well aware that land and resources are limited. That’s why we put a
great deal of thought and intelligence into better utilisation of spaces. We
ensure that our planning and mapping of projects ensures that residents
get the most from everything we design. We also ensure good indoor air
circulation by strategic placement of buildings and provide outdoor spaces
where children can run and play in complete safety.

Tomorrow’s Technology
Technology in construction and real estate keeps evolving and Ramky
ensures we bring the best of technologies to our spaces. Whether it’s in
engineering, construction, automation, safety and security, technology
makes everything better, easier and significantly more efficient. Our
projects are future ready with provisions of Electric charging points for
vehicles, jet ventilation systems in basements for all round air control from
vehicular emissions, and much more.

Innovation
Ramky is focused on innovation and ideation. We will continue to be the
pioneers, with deeper understanding of customers, adoption of state of the
art technologies, improved execution efficiency and beyond. Every Ramky
project strives to surpass, and create new benchmarks in living spaces.
Right from inception, we integrate waste treatment plants, facilities for
recycling of treated water, and ground water conservation by provision of
adequate recharge wells.

RESIDENTIAL SPACES
Homes that meet your aspirations.

Ramky One Harmony, Hyderabad.

Hyderabad
Ramky Repose
Ramky Pride
Ramky Pearl
Ramky Towers
Ramky Towers - Elite
Ramky CEO Enclave
Ramky One Kosmos

Ramky CEO Enclave, Hyderabad.

Ramky One Odyssey
Ramky One Galaxia
Gardenia Grove Villas
Greenview Apartments
The Huddle
Golden Circle
Ramky Tranquillas
Ramky One Harmony

Ramky One Marvel

Warangal

Ramky One Symphony

Ramky Enclave

Ramky One Galaxia, Hyderabad.

Ramky One Symphony, Hyderabad

Ramky One Odyssey, Hyderabad

Chennai

RWD Corniche

RWD Elysium

RWD Chennai 56

RWD Atlantis

RWD Midlands

RWD Grand Corridor
RWD Lemongraz

Bengaluru
Ramky Utsav
Ramky Samruddi
Ramky One North
Ramky Serene Woods
Ramky One Karnival

Ramky One Karnival, Bengaluru.

RWD Grand Corridor, Chennai.

Ramky One Krystal, Vishakhapatnam

Vishakhapatnam
Ramky One Krystal
Ramky Krystal Villas

Ramky Krystal Villas, Vishakhapatnam

INTEGRATED TOWNSHIPS
A SELF CONTAINED WORLD OF LUXURIES

Hyderabad
Ramky Discovery City

At Ramky Estates, we have mastered the art of building
integrated townships that are aesthetically pleasing, ﬁlled
with the convenience that the world has to offer. Everything
a family needs, like educational institutions, healthcare
facilities, entertainment avenues, and commercial hubs,
can all be found close to our carefully selected locations
where we build a private sanctuary. We ensure you are
comfortable using all modern amenities while being
surrounded by lush green spaces.
This one-of-its-kind township features Mediterranean-style
villas and also luxurious apartments all cocooned in 24
acres of manicured green spaces.
A luxurious club house and every conceivable amenity give
residents a home that meets every aspiration.
Ramky Discovery City, Hyderabad.

Gardenia Grove Villas
Luxury 3 BHK Villas Spread over 24 fabulous acres, Gardenia Grove
Villas are home to 228 villas that will enchant you with their
majestic balconies and quaint terracotta tiles.
Set within an ideal township replete with residential, commercial,
educational, and entertainment options, Gardenia Grove villas are
equipped with a luxurious clubhouse and top-class amenities..
Gardenia Grove Villas, Hyderabad.

Located on the Srisailam highway, Gardenia Grove Villas is close
to Adibatla SEZ, CBSE schools, entertainment centers, and the IT
corridor. So for those seeking a comfortable and stress-free
lifestyle, the greener side of life if fully ready to occupy.

Greenview Apartments
2 BHK & 3 BHK Apartments
Spread over 3.81 acres, the 200 apartment units nestled in
Ramky Discovery City are a gorgeous blend of elegance

The Huddle, Hyderabad.

and convenience. Adjacent to the lush green reserve forest,
the apartments are about 10 minutes away from the
Hyderabad international airport. With a host of residential,
commercial, educational, and entertainment options,
Greenview Apartments are well equipped to provide
residents with world-class amenities and conveniences.

Greenview Apartments, Hyderabad.

The Huddle
3 BHK & 4 BHK Cluster Villas

The Huddle brings back that warm and fuzzy, close-knit community existence that
formed the essence of neighborhood living in the good old days. This uniquely planned
cluster housing project, featuring contemporary villas surrounded by lush greenery,
promises a lifestyle that's infused with the spirit of community and shared memories.

Vega
With the ultimate blend of contemporary
luxury, the beauty of nature, and the best
in architectural design, Vega is the
epitome of convenience and splendor.
The thoughtful luxuries include a BBQ zone,
meditation garden, outdoor gym, a home
theatre and a home ofﬁce - to offer the
perfect mix of business and leisure.

Vega, Hyderabad.

Golden Circle, Hyderabad.

Golden Circle
1, 2, and 3 BHK
active adult housing

Specially designed for residents in their golden years,

brings together like minded people, who can connect

Golden Circle creates a luxurious lifestyle, that’s

over new hobbies and interests to make every day of

nestled in nature and lets residents reinvent

the golden years a happy one.

themselves by providing them with several thoughtful

The Units range from 840 sq.ft. - 2290 sq.ft.

facilities. A perfect amalgamation of contemporary
living and best-in-class hospitality, the Golden circle

AFFORDABLE HOMES
EVERYONE DESERVES A BETTER LIFE.

Recognising the importance of
affordable housing, Ramky creates
no-compromise residential spaces
that are a boon to India’s massive,
upwardly mobile demographic.
These homes are thoughtfully
planned, with every possible facility
to enjoy life’s everyday luxuries.

TRUSPACE ASPIRE, Hyderabad.

COMMERCIAL SPACES
ENJOY THE WINNING EDGE

Hyderabad
Ramky Selenium
Ramky Towers-Grandiose
Ramky Coral

Today the corporate world is highly competitive.
And one of the most important factors in keeping
up with the competition is giving the employees a
workspace where they are comfortable and can
perform their best. At Ramky Estates, we understand
this need of staying competitive and staying ahead,
and use it to build workspaces by blending
State-of-the-art technologies, cutting-edge
concepts, and out-of-the-box designs.

Ramky Towers-Grandiose, Hyderabad.

Ramky Selenium, Hyderabad.

FARM RESORTS
THE GREAT ESCAPE

Chennai
RWD Elysium

Ramky’s Farm Resorts are nothing short of
islands of luxury and happiness.
At Ramky’s Farm Resorts, we create
environments where you can ﬁnd the blissful
leisure you need. With excellent facilities
planned within each property, you can follow
your passion and enjoy your life with your
family and loved ones.
Our commitment to excellence, both at
creating infrastructure and preserving nature,
can be seen in every project we undertake.
Our designs blend beautifully with the nature
around it using our unique eco-conscious
construction techniques.

RWD Elysium, Chennai

PHARMA CITY

VIZAG’S LIFE SCIENCES HUB
The iconic Ramky Pharma City is a matter of great
pride for the fast growing city of Visakhapatnam.
It is a highly successful Public-Private initiative
launched as a Special Purpose Vehicle by the Ramky
Group and the Government’s infrastructure
development arm - APIIC.
Spread over 2400 acres with an array of facilities
required for the Pharma industry, Ramky Pharma City
has put Vizag on the global radar with world-class
companies setting up operations here. The large
scale employment opportunities and investments
created has also resulted in boosting the local
economy signiﬁcantly.

Pharma City, Visakhapatnam

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
ENSURING HAPPINESS IN A
WELL-MAINTAINED ENVIRONMENT
the latest equipment and eco-friendly chemicals to keep
Technical Services
We provide preventive/predictive maintenance with a
wide range of affordable technical services and solutions.
Soft and Conservancy Services
With a well-trained housekeeping and janitorial team, we
provide our clients a one-stop solution to make their life
comfortable and easy. The team ensures the roads are
clean, the drains are unclogged, giving them a clean and
hygienic environment.
Waste Management Services
Our professional team provides expert waste
management solutions to keep the premises clean and
healthy.
Pest Control Services
We have a well-trained team to handle pest control, using

your home pest-free.
Garden and landscape maintenance services
We maintain and improve the aesthetics of your property
by maintaining the indoor and outdoor plants with
daily/periodic maintenance using eco-friendly fertilizers
and pesticides.
Security Service
Our team of security professionals ensures everyone’s
safety at residential, commercial, industrial, or public
sector properties.
Property Management Services
Our property management team offers property owners a
hassle-free service and ensures protection for the
investor’s assets, guaranteeing proﬁtability and
preservation. We also provide leasing services for all types
of real estate properties across India.

RAMKY FOUNDATION
BUILDING A BETTER SOCIETY

Education

INR

159.81 Lakhs

Healthcare

INR

98.82 Lakhs

Natural Resource Management

INR

Key areas of focus
Natural Resource Management
Health
Women Empowerment
Education
Skill Development

131.45 Lakhs

Skill Development
At Ramky, We believe in making a positive impact on the society we live in and

make it our responsibility to do everything that we can to advocate social change.
We look after the welfare of our employees and stakeholders, and also the
environment, communities, consumers, and the public at large. We believe
progress is only possible when everyone is along with us on the journey.

INR

75.20 Lakhs

Women Empowerment

INR

24.60 Lakhs

Site based

INR

75.20 Lakhs

Collaborations

RECOGNIZING
RAMKY’S EXCELLENCE
Over the last 25 years, Ramky has garnered many
accolades and achievements, including some of
the most coveted awards in the industry!
The Indian Green Building Council, Realty Plus
Excellence, Times Realty, Commonfloor, TREDA to
name a few.

Years of
Building with heart.
Building it smart.

YEARS

